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COVID-19
This past year has been marked by a global pandemic. The world came to a standstill, 
but ACCM forged on to provide services to its members as we adapted to our new 
reality. 

Not being able to gather in person, all one-on-one support and treatment information  
services were moved to email and phone, and groups sessions to Zoom. This impacted 
the programs, since some members had barriers to accessing a computer and/or the 
internet. Zoom groups were smaller than groups that would normally be in person. 
However, members benefitted from strong peer support in a more intimate group 
setting. As well, previous members who had moved away from Montreal were able 
to reconnect with their community remotely.

Our E4P programming was entirely virtual for the 2020-2021 year. We saw a much 
lower demand for workshops, particularly at the start of the year. We were also 
unable to kiosk this year due to the COVID-19 restrictions. Moving online also 
seriously impacted our ability to distribute condoms and other safer sex and safer 
drug supplies.

Given that our community of donors and sponsors were deeply impacted by 
COVID-19, achieving our fundraising goals was very challenging this year. We could 
not hold ArtSIDA, our largest source of annual fundraising. Many of the sponsors, 
volunteers, and artists who typically support ArtSIDA were unable to provide their 
generous donations of funds, time, skills, and talents.

Finally, this year was quite difficult in terms of finding roles for volunteers as there 
were none to little in-person volunteering opportunities. Throughout this, we 
still managed to recruit and train 21 new volunteers through Zoom and we held 2 
Volunteer Orientations online for these volunteers as well as those who had not 
attended it before. Despite slowing down recruitment, it was still difficult to keep 
people engaged with ACCM while everything was online. By the end of the year, we 
managed to get in touch with quite a few volunteers we had not heard from or seen 
in a while through a capacity training we hosted online with Kairos on Canada’s 
colonial history as well as volunteer appreciation gifts.
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Vision and 
mission

01

ACCM envisions a society free 
from the stigma of HIV/AIDS 
and hepatitis C. We are com-
mitted to building a commu-
nity where all people living 
with or affected by HIV/AIDS  
and/or hepatitis C receive the 
support they need. We are 
dedicated to empowering in-
dividuals to make informed 
decisions related to their 
health.

ACCM is a volunteer-based 
community organization 
working to enhance the 
quality of life of people liv-
ing with HIV/AIDS and/or 
hepatitis C, to prevent HIV 
and hepatitis C transmis-
sion, and to promote com-
munity awareness and ac-
tion.

Vision

We would like to acknowledge that the land on which we gather is the traditional and un-

ceded territory of the Kanien’keha:ka (Mohawk). The island called “Montréal” is known as 

Tiotia:ke in the language of the Kanien’kehá:ka, and it is a place which has long served as a 

site of meeting and exchange amongst nations, including the Algonquin people.

Our peer support, practical assis-
tance and treatment information pro-
grams aim to improve the quality of 
life of our members and encourage 
their personal development. ACCM’s 
volunteer-driven community engage-
ment is at the foundation of our ef-
forts to prevent sexually-transmitted 
and blood-borne infections. We coor-
dinate innovative sex education proj-
ects that promote confidence and 
wellbeing. We also take leadership 
advocating on important hepatitis 
C and HIV-related issues such as dis-

crimination, treatment and preven-
tion. Each of our actions is rooted in 
the meaningful involvement of per-
sons living with HIV and hepatitis C, 
through community input, volunteer 
participation, and membership-driv-
en program development. The voices 
of our members are central to ACCM’s 
guidance and we work in collabora-
tion with our many communities to 
build a compassionate and caring re-
sponse to HIV and hepatitis C.
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By and for our communities
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Board President and Executive Director
Julian and Emilie 

We cannot talk about the year 2020 without 
recognizing the adaptability and resilience of our 
communities. This past year has been difficult 
for everyone and ACCM remained paramount in 
supporting our members during a time of isolation 
and uncertainty. With light at the end of the tunnel, 
this past year’s historical events highlighted the 
need for ongoing support and services for people 
living with HIV and Hepatitis C. This continues to 
be at the heart of the organization and the focus 
of the board’s movivations.
 
There were many changes that occurred with the 
board this past year. As the 2019-2020 year came 
to an end, so did the terms for several board 
members: Angèle Ankouad, Jasdeep Bhogal, 
Alanna Devine, Mohamed Farid, John Gutpell, and 
our staff representative, Ren Haskett. With many 
board positions opening, there was an opportunity 
to look within the organization for people to sit on 
the board; we also sought other people from our 
communities, including members, volunteers and 
supporters of the organization. As well, with the 
vote to increase the number of honorary board 
members to 5, the 2020-2021 board is made up of 
a diverse group of people, all with unique qualities 
that make them excellent board directors and 
advocates for ACCM’s members. We were happy 
to have welcomed Naim Afeich, Saina Beitari, 
Steve Boone, Stephen Brace, Thomas Dobronyi, 
Fizza Jafry, Mehmet Inceer, Ragui Mikhail, Julien 
Senecal, Ryan Yevcak, and our staff representative 
Chris Gwilliam to the Board.
 
Without the hard work of these board members, we 
would not have been able to accomplish so many 
wonderful and important projects. These include: 
hiring a new Executive Director, Emilie Renahy; 

passing and enacting the sexual harassment 
policy; increasing staff salaries to match cost of 
living increases; advocating the government to 
prioritize people living with HIV and Hep C for the 
administration of COVID vaccines; and submitting 
a research abstract on ACCM’s members services 
to the 30th Annual Canadian Conference on HIV/
AIDS Research, just to name a few.

Without the hard work of our staff and volunteers, 
the organization would have faltered during these 
tumultuous times. As such, we also would like to 
deeply thank our wonderful and dedicated team 
of staff and volunteers. Thanks to their hard work, 
dedication, and creativity, they were able to adapt 
ACCM’s programming and follow evolving public 
health and government recommendations, and to 
help our members transition to online tools.
 
Among other priorities, the 2020-2021 board 
has been hard at work to improve transparency, 
remain fiscally responsible during COVID, and 
advocate and support the members of our 
communities. This past year has been a challenge, 
though ACCM’s resilience has shown that we are 
stronger together.
 
Here’s to another successful year.
 
Sincerely,

MESSAGE FROM 
THE BOARD & ED
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GROUPS

Support & treatment 
information
Services

ACCM’s Support Services programs 
enhance the quality of life of people 

living with HIV or hepatitis C.

 Providing peer support, personal 
development and treatment 

information. As well as addressing 
stigma and discrimination.
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During the past year, the Groups Program operated primarily over Zoom, with some outdoor activities in the summer. Many topics were discussed, 
such as coping with change, anxiety about Covid-19, health management, healthy relationships, and more. The smaller size of groups over Zoom 
provided a more intimate environment and opportunities for members to receive and give support to their peers, but also learn new skills (like 
pickling, digital literacy, drama therapy tools for disclosure), break isolation, and have fun together online.

Member volunteers organized a workshop to teach people how to make their own pickles. Ingredients and supplies were delivered to people’s 
homes all over the island of Montreal. We learned technique, safety, history, and had an afternoon of fun together!

LOOKING FORWARD

This coming year, the Groups Program will collaborate with the HIV and Aging Committee to provide more by-and-for programming, and to be able 
to bring in more guest speakers with expertise.
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Aging with hiv
The 2020-2021 workshop series hosted by the Aging with HIV committee was a great success. Our by-and-for committee organized events which 
allowed us to spend time together on Zoom, learning new skills (like knitting), as well as learning new things (like what microaggressions are and 
how to avoid them!). Thank you to the committee members as well as the other volunteers who made sure that even in an uncertain year, this was 
still possible.

LOOKING FORWARD

Next year, the Aging with HIV committee is looking forward to hosting another series of workshops, with a focus on becoming our own health 
advocates with an increased focus on empowering members with their own health while being supported by a strong community. We are also 
looking forward to slowly and safely shifting the Buddy Program back to in-person meetings for those who desire it.

BUYERS’ CLUB
Buyers’ Club was highly impacted by the Covid pandemic and we had to drastically adjust our system. To respect public health recommendations 
and government restrictions, our affordable menu has been replaced by a big basket full of a variety of fresh and non-perishable products, delivered 
at home during the worst Covid times, then back to in person pick-up. 

We received in-kind donations from three main partners (Moisson Montréal, SRC Foods, and Nutrience) for a total of more than 12,000 kg of food and 
a value of more than $82,000. Thanks to the dedication and hard work of 15 volunteers, we were able to serve an average of 85 people per month 
(among them more than 20 children), removing some financial strength on our members’ shoulders. Twenty-three members, mostly immigrants, 
used our services for the first time this year.

LOOKING FORWARD

We look forward to better times to consult our members and assess their needs and adjust the format of our so valuable, long-lasting Buyers’ Club. 
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YEAR IN NUMBERS
128 Groups including drop-in coffee times, Women’s Group, Youth Group, Dinner and 
Discussion, French Group, Spanish Group and other one-time events. Joined by a total 
of 40 members. 

9 Aging with HIV workshops with 71 attendees total
Over 15 members and volunteers attended the brand new ACCM Trans 101 workshops
10 new member intakes
81% of our members of PLWH/hepatitis C who attended support services activities 
increased their capacity to access care and support
25% mentioned an improvement to treatment adherence 
70% reported having improved health outcomes
11 Buddy Matches
Over $82,000 in food in-kind donations
An average of 85 people served each month, including 20 children, thanks to our 
Buyers Club

Migrant, Refugee & Protected 
Persons (MRP) Outreach
The MRP Coordinator provided individual support to migrant and refugees in English, French, and Spanish, hold support group sessions in 
Spanish, and liaised with migration and refugee support service professionals. 

LOOKING FORWARD

We plan to develop more concrete actions and policies to reach out to more diverse communities with the support of our Black Lives 
Matter Committee and Partner Organizations.

Queer and Trans Outreach
The QTO Coordinator works towards developing and offering more Trans inclusive support and prevention services within all ACCM 
Programing. Trans trainings have been developed so that they can be given in-house. We also developed the Gender Gear Program through 
consultation with Project 10, that will provide gender gear to trans folks along with STBBI prevention materials and support. 

This year’s highlight was holding two Trans 101 workshops through Volunteer Orientation and Members’ group sessions; the participants 
were very open and ready to learn more about trans realities! It was the very start of a list of Trans-related trainings that the Queer and 
Trans Outreach Coordinator plan on developing. 

LOOKING FORWARD

We are very excited and look forward the completion of the Trans 201 and 301 workshops, the launch of the Gender Gear Program, and 
more online and in person outreach work!
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Education for 
Preventrion

The Education for Prevention 
Department aims to 

decrease the prevalence of 
HIV, hepatitis C and other 
sexually transmitted and 

blood borne infections by 
providing safer sex materials 

and information on risk 
reduction.
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E4P team
The Education for Prevention programming faciliates sexual health workshops and kiosks for youth. It also aims to improve sex education in 
Quebec with the Teacher’s Sex Ed Toolkit, a collection of free downloadable lesson plans. This includes providing trainings for pre-service teachers 
at McGill on how to teach sex ed inclusively and without judgement.  

With the help of QueerTech’s annual hackathon, PrideHacks, we were able to completely revamp our Teacher’s Toolkit website! We’re thrilled to 
have a beautiful, modern website that works on all devices.  Check out our new site at sexedtoolkit.com.

We were able to adapt our Sex Trivia Nights as well as our educational workshops to an online format. We had a good turn out and we were able to 
reach an online audience that might not have been interested in going to a bar to participate. We also benefited from learning how to use specific 
online tools like Kahoot that helped keep the content interesting and engaging despite so many other activities being offered on Zoom.

LOOKING FORWARD

Usually Community Day is one of our biggest events of the year, and we’re looking forward to being able to participate next year! We’re hopeful that 
a smaller in-person event will take place which will allow us to debut a new, educational kiosk game. But we also have plans for a creating a virtual 
activity that will allow us to reach people in their homes as well!

KONTAK
The KONTAK program had already initiated a readjustment of its services to better meet user needs. During the lockdown, the project responded 
to very targeted needs for users who needed essential materials and brief support. 

When we find ourselves in confinement and we realize that our drugs or alcohols consumption has increased, it is easy to forget our goals that we 
set for ourselves.  Often, we have the feeling of being even more alone. KONTAK, even with reduced service, was responding to many texts and calls, 
offering them someone who listens and cares, to find the strength and tools that they have  to be able, as best they can, to go  through this tougher 
time COVID has brought. We also launched our revamped website kontak.ca.

LOOKING FORWARD

The project coordinator also worked with the ACCM / RÉZO team in preparing a new alliance project to offer services to people who practice 
CHEMSEX. This new project should be starting right next fall.
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sext ed
SextEd is our sexual health texting helpline for Montreal youth. Our team of volunteers answers questions about sex and dating and connects young 
people with local services. We also publish articles and some of our most frequently asked questions on our website https://sexted.org/.

This year, SextEd made new guidelines for writing for transgender and non-binary audiences. We looked at what other sexual health guides made 
by and for the community were doing, discussed options as a team, and figured out what would work for SextEd. These guidelines will make our 
texts and online articles more accurate and affirming for years to come! We also launched our revamped website. 

LOOKING FORWARD

We will be reviewing our guidelines and trainings around inclusive sex education writing for everyone. This will help us update our web articles and 
write answers and online articles that fit our texters’ lives.

YeAR IN NUMBERS
E4P
27 workshops on HIV, Hep C, Healthy Relationships, and Safer Sex that reached 485 people
100% of participants reported increased knowledge after our HIV 101 and Hep C 101 workshops
5 inclusive sex ed trainings for teachers or pre-service teachers reaching 183 people
2 online Sex Trivia Nights reaching 48 people

KONTAK
Safe sex and safe drug materials distributed:
2,760 condoms (along with the E4P program)
2,420 seringes
20 crack pipes
1,000 Meth pipes

SextEd
394 Questions answered
213 Texters
About 10% were from trans texters (a 50% increase compared to last year!)
80% of people who gave their age were under 18.
91,469 people visited sexted.org
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JEUNES QUEER YOUTH
Jeunes Queer Youth (JQY) is a sexual health program by and for queer, trans and allied youth. It is run by an alliance of five Montreal community 
organizations: AIDS Community Care Montreal (ACCM), Action Santé Travesti(e)s et Transsexuel(le)s du Québec (ASTT(e)Q), the Montreal Coalition 
of LGBT Youth Groups, Project 10, and RÉZO. We provide funding and support to queer and trans youth leaders in order for them to realize their 
own sex ed initiatives and also organize leadership summits that involve workshops, youth networking, and youth project presentations. 
 
This year, youth-led projects included topics such as: 
•        A workshop series on various trans related issues such as writing inclusively in French, and the rights of trans children put together by the 
Groupe d’Action Trans de l’UdeM 
•        A youth chronicling his experience transitioning in high school so that others may learn from him and the resources that were helpful to him 
•        A Queer, Trans, Black, Indigenous and People of Colour (QTBIPOC) Performance Troupe, Lust Cove, that put together a Sexy Sex Ed Show 
where performers shared about what sex education looked like for them and what inspired their performance

A major highlight for JQY this past year was the Intergenerational World AIDS Day Panel, “World AIDS Day: Across the Generations” that we put 
together to help raise awareness about HIV, stigma, and the role of good sex ed. Seven HIV+ panelists of diverse age (20s-70s), sexual and gender 
identities, ethnocultural backgrounds, and experience (e.g. criminalisation, immigration, sex work etc.), spoke openly about their experience 
living with HIV, the context of where they were living and the choices that they had to make in their lives because of it. They also delivered 
personal take home messages to the audience of what they hoped people could learn from their lived experiences and we received wonderful, 
heartfelt feedback from our audience members after the event.

LOOKING FORWARD

This next fiscal year, we hope to produce more online content that we will share across our social media platforms so if you are a trans, queer or 
allied youth who is interested in video content creation and sexual health, hit us up!

YeAR IN NUMBERS
213 JQY participants
7 youth projects were followed this year involving 14 youth
2 HIV 101 & Sexual Health workshops with a total of 15 participants
86 participants at the Online JQY Leadership Summit Workshops
17 Online RÉZOtage events with a total of 125 participants
1 Séries Queeries Series online workshop on Education as a Form of Activism with a total of 4 
participants
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Volunteers
ACCM recruits and trains new volunteers and interns each year. We find them 
fulfilling positions and tasks that contribute to their personal and professional 
development. We organize training, ensure coverage of ACCM’s needs in terms of 
voluntary support and show our appreciation for their contributions. 

05

Over 84 volunteers contributed approximatively to 3140 hours this year.
1122 hours volunteered in the Support Services Department.
1386 hours volunteered in the Education for Prevention Department.
632 hours volunteered in more administrative/operational tasks

Thanks to volunteers, we pulled off an amazing Holiday Party from 
home. Not only did volunteers pack presents, cards, and food for 
members but they also drove all over the city to deliver them!

Even though the reduced activitites led less volunteer needs, many 
volunteers reach out to help us get in touch with our members 
while we were all socially distancing, especially at the begining of 
the Pandemic. They called members as well as delivered groceries 
and other necessities to their doors so that they didn’t need to risk 
going outside in such an uncertain time for immunosuppressed and 
aging populations. We also had volunteers call members to guide 
them through technologies they may not have been accustomed to 
before, like Zoom, to have more channels of connection with others.

Holiday Party

QUick action in the face of 
a pandemic

Although it’s hard to say how the next year will look in terms of volunteering, holding events and other projects specifically for volunteers 
will be important to keep up so that when things open up more, they will stay on as volunteers and not as much recruitment will be 
necessary after such a long break from our in-person volunteer activities. 

Looking Forward

YeAR IN NUMBERS



The ACCM development plan for the 2021-2022 fiscal year 
includes many exciting opportunities (online or physical if Covid 
recommendations permits) such as: launching new monthly donor 
campaigns, the Friends for Life Bike Rally (August 2021), and a Pride 
edition of ArtSIDA!

Looking forward

In 2020, ACCM officially partnered with Toronto People with AIDS 
(PWA) for the first time on their annual Friends for Life Bike Rally. 
Despite being held virutally, 2 riders raised over $8,700 for ACCM. 
If you are interested in riding or volunteering with the Bike Rally, 
please head to bikerally.org for more information. 

PWA’s Friends For Life 
Bike Rally

Our main focus has been consolidating our digital assets, redoing our websites to make them user friendly and modern, tackling our social media 
needs and strategy. Solidifying our communications structure with these improvements means we will be able to better reach our targeted 
audiences, measure our impact and adjust our startegy as needed to attain our predefined goals. 

Communications

YeAR IN NUMBERS
2 ACCM riders for the FFLBR 2020  Edition
Over $8,700 (net of admin and participation 
costs) fundraised
Thanks to an extremly generous donation 
of $10,000, we created an Emergency Fund 
for members to help support them during 
challenging times

3 new websites created: Artsida, Teachers 
Toolkit, KONTAK.

12 social media accounts reorganised under 
one business manager with proper access 
organisation.

100 Treatment Information articles shared on 
Facebook and in the newsletter

1414

The Communications Department develops and oversees internal and external 
communications, as well as branding and messaging for ACCM. It also promotes 
organizational activities, events, services, and programs, as well as develops ACCM’s media 
visibility and web presence.

06 Communications & 
Fundraising
The Fundraising Department is responsible for planning and executing ACCM’s fundraising 
strategy through community events and individual giving, including public and private grants, 
as well as our signature art auction fundraiser, Artsida.
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REVENUS: 
EXPENSES: 
SURPLUS: 

Finances07
$697,358
$683,598

$13,760

REVENUS 

Expenses



Bell Let’s Talk

Centraide Montréal

Direction Régionale de la santé publique de Montréal (DRSP)

Fondation Emergence

Ministère de la Santé et des Services sociaux

Moisson Montreal

Public Health Agency of Canada: Community Action Fund

Funder

Arts and Science Federation of Associations
Encadrex
ÉPIK Collection
La Fondation P’tits Lutins
Moisson Montreal
Nutrience
Queer Tech MTL
SRC Foods

in-kind support

Action santé travesti(e)s & transexuel(le)s du Québec 
(ASTT(e)Q)
Coalition montréalaise des groups jeunesse LGBT
Project 10
RÉZO

JQY alliance

Canadian Treatment Action Council (CTAC)
Fondation québecoise du sida
TD Bank
Vezina Assurances

major donor

Canadian AIDS Society
Chambre de commerce LGBT du Québec
Coalition des organismes communautaires québécois 
de lutte contre le sida (COCQ-SIDA)
Comité provincial de concertation en Hépatite C
Table des organismes communautaires montréalais de 
lutte contre le SIDA (TOMS)
The Enchanté Network

Membership

AIDS Committee of Toronto
AirBnB Airpride
CACTUS Montreal
Canadian AIDS Treatment Information Exchange
Canadian Association of Education and Outreach (CAEO) 
Quebec
Canadian Foundation for AIDS Research (CANFAR)
Centre communautaire des gais et lesbiennes de Montréal
Centre d’aide aux personnes atteintes de l’hépatite C
Clinique l’Actuel
Clinique Opus
Clinique Quorum
Dans la rue
Dawson Social Service Program
Engage
Equity and Diversity Committee at McGill University
Friends for Life Bike Rally
Gilead Sciences Canada, Inc.
Head and Hands
HIV in Motion
House of Gahd
La Licorne (Clinic)
Maison Plein Coeur
McGill Community Health and Social Medicine Incubator
McGill Faculty of Education
Médecins du Monde
Portail VIH/sida du Québec
Realize
Spectre de rue
Toronto People with AIDS Foundation (PWA)
ViiV Healthcare

Partnership and 
collaboration

PArtnerships08
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